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2012 has been memorable with the Olympics 
on our doorstep. A highlight has been opening 
The White Building, a new cultural centre 
for Hackney Wick and Fish Island, providing 
studios, event space and CRATE pizzeria and 
micro brewery. The project was initiated by 
the London Legacy Development Corporation 
who commissioned David Kohn Architects 
to design the interior, along with Exploration 
Architecture who devised the unique sheep 
wool roof insulation. 

SPACE’s advocacy goal leading up to the 
Olympics has been to demonstrate the 
importance of art and artists to the character 
of this Olympic edge area. The White Building 
is rooted in Hackney Wick and Fish Island’s 
unique history as a centre of industry, 
innovation and creativity. SPACE’s programme 
focus here is on practices at the intersection 
between art, technology & sustainability, 
making links between the heritage and the 
future of the Olympic park, linking outside and 
inside of the park.

ANNUAL REVIEW 20∂2

CRATE Pizzeria and Brewery at The White Building,  
photo courtesy OMC Media Collective
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Over the next five years we hope The White 
Building will provide a hub for the creative 
community working in the area, a place where 
local residents, artists and new visitors can 
come together and creatively inform the future 
of an area facing rapid change. The canal 
frontage is a key feature of this unique social 
space that will be a focal point for talks, events, 
showcases, workshops and screenings.

The 7,000 sq ft building welcomes new SPACE 
tenants Live Art Development Agency, Yard 
Theatre, Public Works, Lawrence Lek and 
Verity-Jane Keefe. A new residency programme 
has hosted artists from Finland, Germany 
and Sweden as well as the UK. Events so far 
have included Silicon Hackney’s Food That 
Starts Online, Jeremy Deller’s Bats in Space 
launch, Finnish Institute’s HE/LO: Let’s Talk 
About Games, Living With Robotic & Interactive 
Companions research project, The Really 
Wild Show launch weekend talks and events, 
opened by Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales, 
Sound Development City art & urbanism 
project and The Architectural Association’s 
Interprofessional Studio Showcase.

Key to the programme at the White Building 
is our unique programme partnership with 
Bloomberg. Bloomberg ON supports emerging 
art practice and work around the intersection of 
art, technology and sustainability with a special 
focus at The White Building. 
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— STUDIOS 
— ARTISTS AND INNOVATION 
— ARTISTS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

performance by Doug Scholes,  
Canada Council for the Arts Artist in Residence
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502 STUDIOS SUPPORTING 
745 ARTIST TENANTS

Our commitment to providing affordable 
workspace for artists increases in significance 
in our increasingly expensive city. We managed 
London’s largest portfolio of affordable studios 
at 19 sites in 9 London boroughs during the year: 
Barking and Dagenham, Camden, Greenwich, 
Hackney, Islington, Lambeth, Southwark, Tower 
Hamlets and Westminster. Many of these 
schemes rely on successful partnerships with 
landlords, development agencies and housing 
associations and unique models of occupying 
and transforming space. At the end of the 
financial year SPACE had 502 studios for 745 
tenants, exceeding our strategic aim to develop 
new sites and support a minimum of 600 artists. 

SUPPORTING ARTISTS

Martello Street Studios

ANNUAL REVIEW 20∂2

SPACE STUDIO SITES

Arlington, Camden NW1
Azof Street, Greenwich SE10
Belsham Street, Hackney E9
Bridget Riley Studios, Tower Hamlets E3
Britannia Works, Tower Hamlets E3
Dean Street, Westminster W1
Deborah House, Hackney E9
Eastway Laundry, Hackney E9
Haymerle Road, Southwark SE15

Malthouse, Barking IG11
Martello Street, Hackney E8
Peabody Yard, Islington N1
Sara Lane Court, Hackney N1
Stoke Newington Library, Hackney N16
Timber Wharf, Hackney E2
The White Building, Tower Hamlets E9
Vauxhall Street, Lambeth SE11
Victor House, Hackney E8
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90 Haymerle Road Peckham, where we acquired 
the freehold and converted the building into 70 new 
studios in 2011, is key to SPACE’s sustainability. Dean 
Street in Soho provides us with a fantastic central 
studio location and a wonderful partnership with 
Westminster Mind whose project Portugal Prints pro-
vides art workshops for their client group.

The key achievement of 2012 has been to lease, and 
work with London Legacy Development Corporation 
(LLDC) on the fit-out and launch of The White Building, 
Unit 7 Queens Yard, White Post Lane, Hackney Wick. 
This partnership project with LLDC demonstrates their 
recognition of SPACE’s ability to extend opportunities 
for the local artistic and residential communities of 
Fish Island and Hackney Wick. 

The lease at Vauxhall Street studios ended after 20 
years. We managed to rehouse a number of artists 
at other sites. Our lease also came to an end at the 
Malthouse in Barking, where for the last few years as 
well as studio space we have delivered schools and 
community programmes. This concludes our important 
partnership with London Thames Gateway Development 
Corporation as the Malthouse moved to a new landlord.

Substantial upgrades were carried out across our studio 
sites. We installed our first photovoltaic solar panels at 
Haymerle Road, reducing electricity costs and generat-
ing a new income stream to help keep studios afforda-
ble. New corridor lighting and digital switches at Bridget 
Riley Studios were installed to make the building more 
energy efficient. External decorating was carried out 
at Britannia Works, Bridget Riley Studio, Peabody Yard 
and Belsham Street and substantial fire safety improve-
ments, front wall rebuilding and decorating took place 
at Martello Street.

We converted the old maintenance workshop at 
Britannia Works into a large studio for London Centre for 
Book Arts as a new resource for artists.

The White Building event

The White Building  
photo Will Pryce

ANNUAL REVIEW 20∂2 SUPPORTING ARTISTS
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THE MEDIALAB IS OUR DEDICATED SPACE  
FOR EXPLORING CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY.

It’s home to all manner of activities including 
DIY technology workshops, Free co-working 
days, Software training, youth media training, 
artist residencies, talks and much more. 
This year the MediaLab continued to grow its 
range of fascinating, often artist-led courses, 
DIY technology workshops, Permacultures 
residencies, talks and performances.

The Crystal World Open Laboratory 
Permacultures Residency at The White Building

SUPPORTING ARTISTS

http://spacestudios.org.uk/whats-on/projects/diy-technology-workshops
http://spacestudios.org.uk/whats-on/events/jelly
http://spacestudios.org.uk/whats-on/events/jelly
http://spacestudios.org.uk/whats-on/courses-
http://spacestudios.org.uk/whats-on/projects/urban-dynamik
http://spacestudios.org.uk/whats-on/events/permacultures
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Our innovative Media Arts programme includes:
PERMACULTURES artist residencies
DIY Technology Workshops
Professional Software training
Youth Training
Support for Hubs and Networks 

PERMACULTURES supported artists to make  
new work amidst the ecology of contemporary  
technological culture.
#7 — #11 The Pond and Beyond: Damien Roach,  
Yuri Pattison, Andy Weir, and Josh Love residencies
#12 Rehana Zaman (Sep 2011 – May 2012)
#13 — #16 The Really Wild Show (Feb 2011 – Apr 2012)
Robin Bale, Shelley Parker, Julia Tcharfas  
and Nathan Witt
The Faraday Cage (March 2012): 
a special open residency environment
Featuring mini residencies for Your Body is a Temple, 
Richard Sides, Ataraxia (Matthew Drage & Ben Vickers) 
and Paul B Davis.

This confirms SPACE’s MediaLab’s significance at the 
centre of a growing network of producers who value 
our support. New tenants Technology Will Save Us are 
also expanding the busy programme run in the lab. 
Jelly Open Access sessions every Thursday are helping 
creative people at grass roots with capacity building 
and realising their ideas. A partnership with Hackney 
Citizen is increasing our reach locally. From video post-
production to learning how to code, the MediaLab pro-
vides a programme and space where users can apply 
what they have learned to do amazing things.

Going forwards, the MediaLab will focus on specialist 
skills training whilst the White Building will be a more 
public facing facility for our Media Arts and innovation 
focused projects. Permacultures residencies now take 
place there, as well as talks and events around art, 
technology, ecology and science.

I absolutely love that you’re putting  
these on — keep it up!!

It was an excellent workshop and I am 
happy to attend other SPACE workshops 
in the future.

Great job in initiating less technical 
people into technical topics.

ANNUAL REVIEW 20∂2

HEX

SUPPORTING ARTISTS
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SPACE INCREASED THE RANGE AND NUMBER 
OF OPPORTUNITIES WE OFFER TO ARTISTS AND 
SUPPORTED ARTISTS TO BECOME EVEN MORE 
RESILIENT, WHICH IS INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT 
IN AN ECONOMIC CONTEXT WHERE MANY MORE 
ARTISTS FACE FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES.

A significant number of artists supported 
by SPACE programmes go on to achieve 
substantially increased professional success.

Artist Laurie Story in his studio at The White Building 
photo courtesy David Kohn Architects

SUPPORTING ARTISTS
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In recognition of the quality, business model and value 
for money provided by our programmes, SPACE is one 
of the few organisations awarded a funding uplift in our 
NPO agreement by Arts Council England for 2012-15. 

Major sponsorship from Bloomberg, the Bloomberg 
ON programme, supported the development of our 
White Building programme of artist residencies and 
People Power schools projects, Neu! exhibitions and 
two new graduate bursary awards at our new studios in 
Haymerle Road.

ANNUAL REVIEW 20∂2 SUPPORTING ARTISTS

The Crystal World Open Laboratory 
Permacultures Residency at The White Building

Robin Bale 
Performance for The Really Wild Show
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RESIDENCIES AND BURSARIES
Artist Residency and Bursary programmes provided 
support and development for artists at key stages in 
their career. 

We hosted international residencies at The White 
Building with Ykon from Finland, Croatia and Germany, 
Crystal World, Sara Moller from Sweden in partnership 
with IASPIS, Timur Si Qin from Germany in partnership 
with Goethe Institut.

Sophie Lee was awarded a Bloomberg ON Studio for a 
year at Haymerle Road. Eoghan Ryan is the recipient of a 
Bloomberg ON Studio as part of the second annual Nina 
Stewart Artist Residency Award. Created for postgradu-
ate artists with an MA or MFA from a UK institution, the 
Residency includes private accommodation in the SLG’s 
Outset Artists’ Flat, a studio courtesy of SPACE, and a 
solo exhibition at the South London Gallery. Run by the 
South London Gallery and SPACE and funded by The Nina 
and Roger Stewart Charitable Trust.

SPACE hosted two Canadian residency artists sup-
ported by Canada Council concluding a 10-year part-
nership, which has seen SPACE host 20 Canadian 
artists. Our 2-year partnership with LG has supported  
6 Korean artist residencies.

Noh Soekmee 
Dont you lately feel sad for nothing

The Valerie Beston Artist’s Trust award supporting a Royal 
College of Art graduating student with a studio for a year 
was awarded for 2011 to Nicholas Pankhurst and 2012 to 
Matthew La Croix. 

Ania Dabrowska, artist in residence at Arlington, provided 
workshops in creative writing, photography and blogging 
throughout the year to people affected by homelessness 
at Arlington from the Creative Space which has also pro-
vided an exceptional base for her studio practice for the 
last two years. The Creative Space Programme has been 
delivered in partnership with Arlington.

NEW CREATIVE MARKETS
New Creative Markets is a new initiative will provide sec-
tor specific professional development to support creative 
people to earn more from their work. Over the next two 
years this consortium led by SPACE with delivery part-
ners Craft Central, Four Corners and Photofusion aims 
to assist small creative companies / freelancers in the 
digital image, design, designer making and visual arts 
sectors grow their businesses. New Creative Markets is 
co-funded by the European Regional Development Fund.
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EXHIBITIONS
Exhibitions and events at The Triangle continue to  
consolidate SPACE’s reputation at the heart London’s 
artistic production. 

With a focus on providing support in the critical years 
between college and a major institutional presenta-
tion, Neu! solo exhibitions in 2012 gave bold and exciting 
introductions to the practices of Aaron Angell, Aleksandra 
Domanović, Marlie Mul and Matthew Richardson. Neu! is 
part of the Bloomberg ON programme.

Major exhibitions were produced of Jo Spence, Stewart 
Home and HEX, whose work we regard as important to 
practitioners today. The Jo Spence exhibition was part 1 
of a major two-part retrospective organized with Studio 
Voltaire. Jo Spence (1934 – 1992) was a key figure from 
the British photographic left from the mid seventies and 
crucial in debates on photography and the critique of 
representation. Stewart Home’s exhibition, part of Again, 
A Time Machine: a Bookworks touring exhibition in six 
parts, seen previously at White Columns, New York, mixed 
myth and polemic with plagiarism and a savage ideo-
logical critique. The Blackboard programme presented 
innovative projects by SPACE artists Stuart Elliott, Peter 
Kennard, Magali Reus and Gareth Bell-Jones.

ANNUAL REVIEW 20∂2 SUPPORTING ARTISTS

Paolo Chiasera, Tupac Project,  
part of Turbo Sculpture, an exhibition by Aleksandra Domanović
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Exhibitions at SPACE contribute to building a strong crea-
tive community, with cultural currency and reviews of our 
exhibitions this year confirming the gallery’s growing rec-
ognition. The gallery was also chosen as the location for the 
Frieze Projects party during Frieze Art Fair week.

Following our strategic aim to improve services to artists, 
the monthly e-newsletter and regular website updates 
provide valuable communications with artists, we have 
more effectively than ever engaged with audiences via 
various forms of social media and the SPACE website. In 
this period, visits to www.spacestudios.org.uk went up 
by 64% and the number of individual users went up 65%. 
Our Facebook profile reaches over 4000 people and our 
Twitter account now has over 3800 followers –  
gaining in one year almost three times the number 
attained between 2008–11. 

A standalone website for The White Building  was 
launched along with a dedicated Twitter feed, keeping the 
nearly 600 followers up-to-date with the activities taking 
place there, and in and around Hackney Wick

SUPPORTING ARTISTS

Stewart Home

Jo Spence

http://www.spacestudios.org.uk/
http://thewhitebuilding.org.uk/
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STRATEGIC AIM: TO DEVELOP THE LEARNING 
AND PARTICIPATION PROGRAMME

The pilot phase of CLAS (Creative Learning 
and Artists Studios) promoted studios as a 
unique learning resource for local schools. This 
action based on professional development, 
knowledge and exchange benefitted secondary 
pupils, teachers and selected SPACE artists. 
A research team from Goldsmiths, University 
of London, provided a detailed and insightful 
evaluation that we will use in order to roll out 
the programme to benefit more schools and 
artists. Our aim is to work with schools in close 
proximity to SPACE studio sites, with a view to 
establishing partner schools for each studio 
building. The programme was funded by the 
Paul Hamlyn and Esmee Fairbairn foundations.

Pupils from Bow School working with  
Brendan Walker on People Power
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Seed to Speed was the first in the People Power pro-
gramme of art, technology and ecology projects which 
continues valuable work with Bow Boys’ School in 
Tower Hamlets. The collaboration with artist Brendan 
Walker used creativity to unlock interest in and explore 
the possibilities of renewable energy, engaging young 
people with technology and aiming to improve their 
interest in science, technology, engineering and maths 
(STEM) subjects. The pupils created a flotilla of steam-
powered Pop-Pop boats, fabricated from recycled tin 
cans. Boats were bio-fuelled with oil pressed from sun-
flower seeds, grown by the boys in a hydroponic tent. 
Boats were tested at the Victoria Park Steamboat Club 
- home of the Pop Pop world speed record of 43.84mph 
achieved by Chatterbox III in 1926. An installation of 
the work was exhibited at The White Building. People 
Power is part of Bloomberg ON. 

Broadgate Stories involved Hackney Community 
College interactive media students working in SPACE 
MediaLab, using digital technology to create a GPS 
audio guide for a brand new iPhone App. Sponsored  
by British Land, the focus was their Broadgate busi-
ness district surrounding Liverpool Street Station.  
The young people explored Broadgate’s iconic archi-
tecture and public art works (including lunch at the top 
of Broadgate Tower with panoramic views of London) 
before recording and editing interviews with people 
working in the area and passers-by about the pub-
lic artworks on the estate. The programme provided 
access to the world of the City on our doorstep for 
Hackney young people and technical skills for the  
digital and media jobs of tomorrow.

ANNUAL REVIEW 20∂2 ARTISTS INSPIRING YOUNG PEOPLE

Hackney Community College students  
working on Broadgate Stories
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— THE WHITE BUILDING 
— OPEN STUDIOS  
— BUILDING CREATIVE COMMUNITIES

9 studio buildings were opened to the public  
in 2012: Deborah House, Victor House,  
Martello Street, Haymerle Road, Vauxhall  
Street, Bridget Riley Studios, Britannia Works, 
Eastway and The White Building. Open Studio 
events provide visitors with unique  
opportunities to visit behind the scenes,  
see new artworks and meet the artists. 

ANNUAL REVIEW 20∂∂

The YKON Residency  
Practical Utopias event at The White Building
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Four open studio events were part of Hackney WickED 
and Open House London festivals, providing a chance 
to meet some of London’s leading artists and experi-
ence the rich architectural heritage of this area with 
Europe’s densest cluster of artists and creatives. 
Nearly 2000 people visited The White Building over this 
weekend, saw events and took part in architect led 
tours of the building.

ANNUAL REVIEW 20∂2 BRINGING ARTSTS AND RESIDENTS TOGETHER

Haymerle Road Studios  
photos Peter Abrahams
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Animation project for CLAS with children from Horizon 
(Special Educational Needs) School, Stoke Newington at the studio of 
Andy d'Cruz and Jonathan Hogg (Output Arts) in Stoke Newington Library.   
Photograph by Richard Forbes Hamilton
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SPACE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN THE FIRST 
STAGE OF OUR APPLICATION TO ARTS COUNCIL 
ENGLAND’S NEW LARGE-SCALE CAPITAL 
FUNDING PROGRAMME FOR ESSENTIAL 
UPGRADES AT KEY STUDIO SITES OVER THE 
NEXT TWO YEARS.

We have now completed a stage two application 
showing plans at a detailed stage of design and 
development. This will allow the Arts Council 
to assess the project against criteria including 
its long-term sustainability and resilience, the 
potential for partnership funding, and SPACE’s 
ability to manage and deliver the work proposed. 
Proposed award: £1,266,175

Our key studio development aim is to acquire new studio sites to support a 
sustainable portfolio. Our primary development ambition is to buy another 
freehold/long leasehold property over the next three years. 
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INCOME FROM STUDIOS REPRESENTED 77%  
OF SPACE’S REVENUE, WITH OCCUPANCY IN  
THE STUDIOS CONTINUING AT OVER 95%. 
GRANTS REPRESENTED 11% OF INCOME.

In addition to grants received which were 
restricted to specific projects, Arts Council 
England has continued to recognise the work  
of SPACE through providing core funding of 
£109,030 towards studio provision and  
£66,825 towards Media Arts. 

The company generated a surplus on total funds of £230,548 in the year. 
The positive results for the year allow SPACE to build reserves to pursue 
the essential programme of investment in our current portfolio and in new 
property developments.

Haymerle Road studios 
photo Peter Abrahams
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 20∂2 20∂1

Income £ £
Grants — core funding 175,855 188,889
Grants — project specific funding 144,173 259,959
Rents receivable  2,177,965 1,759,734
Donations 201,959 189,581
Interest received 1,057 3,785
Other income 138,571 104,838
Total income 2,839,580  2,506,786
  
Expenditure   
Artist management and support 1,926,433 1,602,631
Projects 248,714 276,293
Administration and operations costs 359,966 324,287
Governance 9,563 9,960
Total charity expenditure 2,544,676 2,213,171
Fundraising costs  64,356 58,449
Total expenditure 2,609,032 2,271,620

The Geezers at The White Building

The White Building

Haymerle Road Studios  
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Alan Leibowitz, Chair  
Faisal Abdu’Allah, Trustee 
Fredrik Carstens, Trustee  
Caroline Douglas, Trustee 
Lew Hodges, Treasurer 
Dani Salvadori, Trustee 
Karsten Schubert, Vice Chair  
Paul Williams, Trustee

Chief Executive – Anna Harding
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Core Supporters 
Arts Council England
Bloomberg
LLDC (London Legacy Development Corporation)

ERDF (European Regional Development Fund)

Triodos Bank

Programme Supporters
Action for Bow
Andy Warhol Foundation
British Land
Canada Council for the Arts
Creative Scotland
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
Fluxus Foundation
Goethe Institut
IASPIS
iCITY
Mondriaan Foundation
The Valerie Beston Trust
Paul Hamlyn Foundation
LG Fashion

Honorary Patrons
Bridget Riley C.H, C.B.E.
Peter Sedgley

Corporate Patrons
Stanton Williams Architects
New London Architecture

Patrons
Alan Leibowitz
Fredrik Carstens
Nick Farnhill

Partners
Autograph
CMS Cameron McKenna
DACS
East London Business Alliance
Hackney Wicked
London boroughs of Barking &   
 Dagenham, Camden, Greenwich,  
 Hackney, Islington,Lambeth, 
 Southwark, Tower Hamlets,  
 Westminster
One Housing Group
Peabody
Shoreditch Trust
South London Gallery
Studio Voltaire
Bookworks
URS-Scott Wilson

http://space.modernactivity.co.uk/space/who-we-are/alan-leibowitz
http://www.spacestudios.org.uk/space/who-we-are/faisal-abdu-allah-
http://www.spacestudios.org.uk/space/who-we-are/fredrik-carstens
http://space.modernactivity.co.uk/space/who-we-are/lew-hodges-
http://space.modernactivity.co.uk/space/who-we-are/dani-salvadori
http://space.modernactivity.co.uk/space/who-we-are/karsten-schubert-
http://www.spacestudios.org.uk/space/who-we-are/paul-williams
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Art Services Grants Ltd / Reg Charity #26702∂ 
Reg in England and Wales #∂∂57240

SPACE was founded in 1968 by artists in the belief that 
enjoyment of and access to arts and creative processes 
are intrinsic to the development of a healthy and 
dynamic culture. 

The objects of the organisation are:
to foster, promote, advance, maintain and improve  
public education and to promote interest in and  
appreciation of all forms of art
to aid, assist and educate necessitous artists
to promote and improve art and the production of 
objects of artistic merit

Our Mission is to provide the space, resources and 
opportunities for people to create art, for people to engage 
with art and for people to develop their creative potential. 
 
By providing affordable studio space to over 700 artists 
in London we support artists throughout their careers. 
We complement this with an arts and education 
programme of exhibitions, media arts, neighbourhood 
based learning and participation projects and training 
for both young people and professional artists. 

Our activities support the growth of individuals, 
encourage ownership of creativity and nurture a  
creative society. 

∂29 — ∂3∂ Mare Street
London  E8 3RH 
+ 44 (0) 208 525 4330

mail@spacestudios.ork.uk
www.spacestudios.org.uk

Cover image ↗ 
Mandinga Arts studio at Haymerle Road 

Haymerle Road photos by Peter Abrahams

Opening event for Yuri Pattison's Faraday Cage at  
SPACE – an outcome of Permacultures Residency #8
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